A **compound indirect object** occurs when more than one noun, pronoun, or a group of words acting as a noun receives the result or benefit of the action of a verb.

Example: The teacher gave **Tom and Akira** new books to read.

Underline the compound indirect object in each sentence.

1) Mom sang **Liam and Rose** beautiful lullabies.

2) Uncle Jimmy will bring **Mom and Dad** special Christmas gifts.

3) Catherine cooked **the boys and girls** lamb croquettes.

4) Terry poured **Martin and Alex** some milkshake.

5) Ryan owes **Timothy, Ken and me** ten dollars each.

6) We bought **Grandma and Grandpa** fresh coffee beans.

7) The government granted **doctors, nurses and teachers** special allowances.

8) The company has sent **the managers and executives** important notifications.

9) **The sport club awarded Sam and Peter** medals.

10) **The school sent the students and their parents** invitations to the carnival.
A **compound indirect object** occurs when more than one noun, pronoun, or a group of words acting as a noun receives the result or benefit of the action of a verb.

Example: The teacher gave **Tom** and **Akira** new books to read.

Underline the compound indirect object in each sentence.

1) Mom sang **Liam** and **Rose** beautiful lullabies.

2) Uncle Jimmy will bring **Mom** and **Dad** special Christmas gifts.

3) Catherine cooked **the boys and girls** lamb croquettes.

4) Terry poured **Martin** and **Alex** some milkshake.

5) Ryan owes **Timothy, Ken, and me** ten dollars each.

6) We bought **Grandma and Grandpa** fresh coffee beans.

7) The sport club awarded **Sam and Peter** medals.

8) The government granted **doctors, nurses and teachers** special allowances.

9) The company has sent **the managers and executives** important notifications.

10) The school sent **the students and their parents** invitations to the carnival.
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